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The Impact of the Digital Transformation of Business on Corporate Governance. An Overview of Recent Studies

Abstract

This article presents a survey of recent studies on the impact of digitalisation, and particularly blockchain technology, on corporate governance and the principal-agent conflict in companies. The principal-agent conflict has been a centerpiece of the corporate governance research for more than 40 years. However, recent technological developments, and blockchain in particular, has created new avenues for exploration.

We survey the implications of blockchain for the principal-agent conflict in three parts: 1) the organisational environment, and the creation of the conflict; 2) common observable instances of conflict; 3) actions necessary to maximise the value of blockchain implementation. We limit the studied conflict to the relationship between shareholders and management. We also limit the blockchain use cases to those currently in testing. The applications for blockchain in securities trading and for corporate functions automation via ‘smart’ contracts are both analysed. We also evaluate the implications for investor activism.

Our results indicate that passive investor behaviour is at the core of the environment that creates conflict. One of the key drivers of low activity is a non-transparent voting process resulting in low participation rates. Studies indicate that blockchain can solve this issue, thus mitigating the conflict, and is an attractive proposition for board members. The most frequent instances of conflict are related to the composition of boards of directors and compensation schemes observed at shareholder voting. Using blockchain for settlement would eliminate ambiguity in shareholder registers and prevent such strategies as "empty voting". Smart contracts promise automation of governance functions like audit, which also weakens conflict. Even skeptics agree that voting is a promising application for blockchain. However, there is evidence that blockchain poses its own problems, and that smart contracts are associated with practical risks. Some critics argue that blockchain is less efficient than conventional corporate procedures.

Blockchain is among the top digital technologies that business leaders have to monitor closely. As such, this overview of the most up-to-date thinking on the subject is relevant for anyone interested in the future of corporate governance and the digitalisation of business processes. This evaluation serves to highlight the current status of this innovative resource, outlining for both professionals and newcomers what exactly blockchain's potential uses and implications are, while also outlining where a lack of quantitative research creates opportunities for further contributions to the research field. This study will also be instructive for those investigating blockchain implementation and the optimal characteristics of the solution.
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Introduction

Since the publication article of M. Jensen and W. Meckling (1976) [1], and the earlier work by A. Berle and G. Means [2], the principal-agent conflict has been a mainstream framework of corporate governance research. Managers and shareholders have diverse objectives. This sometimes leads to situations where management makes suboptimal decisions for the shareholders, and even for the management itself, in the long run (e.g. by investing less in innovation [3]). This situation results in conflicting shareholder proposals for annual shareholder meetings [4], and proxy contests and other forms of activism [5; 6]. While the topic of the principal-agent conflict is as relevant as ever, recent technological developments have served to increase its significance.

We appreciate the fact that principal-agent conflict is not just between shareholders and management, as it includes bondholders [7] and other stakeholders [8]. However, for the purpose of this article, we limit the conflict to the interaction between shareholders and management, since it is the most well-researched area.

Blockchain is a technology that arguably presents the most transformative potential of any other [9–11]. According to M. Swan [12], “…(the) blockchain concept… is a new organising paradigm for the discovery, valuation, and transfer of all quanta (discrete units) of anything, and potentially for the coordination of all human activity at a much larger scale than has been possible before”.

Blockchain has the potential to change fundamentally alter the value creation and distribution mechanisms within a firm, which in turn affects the principal-agent conflict. We cluster the potential impact of blockchain on the conflict into three categories: 1) the organisational environment, and the creation of the conflict; 2) common observable instances of conflict; and 3) actions necessary to maximise the value of blockchain implementation. Understanding these changes has important practical consequences. It will help both shareholders and managers embrace the opportunities offered by blockchain, define approaches in order to help manage risks, and ultimately develop strategies for sustainable cash flow generation.

The technology and business community has embraced the opportunities offered by blockchain, and the scholarly discussion has been gaining momentum as well, especially in computer science literature [e.g. 13; 14]. The most well-researched blockchain-related topic in the field of corporate finance so far has been cryptocurrencies such as Bitcoin [e.g. 15–17]. The cryptocurrencies research has led to further development in other fields. M. Holub and J. Johnson [18], conduct a systematic review of Bitcoin’s influence and expansion on academic research fields. Fundamental shifts in value creation and distribution mechanisms start to get attention as well. In this article, we review the existing studies on blockchain and corporate governance and identify key blank spots for potential new research.

The rest of this article is structured as follows: we briefly review the blockchain technology and its application; we review the literature according to the three categories of impact of blockchain on corporate governance mentioned above, and we provide conclusions and identify the most promising areas for future research.

Brief overview of blockchain technology

There are multiple detailed articles describing blockchain technology in different levels of detail for readers of various levels of expertise. For example, a book by M. Swan [12] or an article by D. Yermak [9] for a review of the technology and its main concepts and applications, or an article by F. Hawlitschek et al. [19] for a more technical overview coupled with a technical literature review. However, we believe it is important to outline the key concepts in this article.

According to F. Hawlitschek et al., “A blockchain is a database shared among its users that allows them to transact valuable assets in a public and pseudonymous setup without the reliance on an intermediary or central authority… From a technical perspective, a blockchain is a composition of a distributed database, a decentralised consensus mechanism, and cryptographic algorithms. More specifically, transactional data is stored in a potentially infinite sequence of cryptographically interconnected data blocks. These blocks are ordered by a decentralised time stamping algorithm, which allows users to vote on the validity of database updates and eventually agree on the correct order of transactions and a shared system state at any given point in time. As a result, the users of a blockchain system can interact without the need for a central authority that resolves conflicting views of the correct order of transactions” [19].

Broadly speaking, research literature covers two types of blockchain application that affect the principal-agent conflict: a reliable distributed ledger coupled with a platform for transactions, and smart contracts. We will briefly describe both.

A reliable ledger

As per V. Magnier and P. Barban in their 2018 composition, “by itself, the blockchain is a public register… As there is no third party or central authority overseeing the system, the public itself must be able to access all the transactions occurring on a blockchain…. Each blockchain can…be downloaded by all users, containing all the past transactions since its creation…. In order to manipulate the register, it would be necessary to change all the past history of the register on a global scale: each and every version of the blockchain on all existing and active nodes would have to be similarly impaired. Such a manipulation would need an overwhelming computing power…” [20]. This blockchain application helps the creation of basic cryptocurrencies such as Bitcoin. From the corporate governance point of view, the main consequence...
of this application is full transparency on the recorded transactions. We will discuss the concrete implications in the next sections of the article.

**Smart Contracts**

Smart contracts are obligations stored in computer code that execute themselves without control of third parties [12; 21]. While smart contracts were envisioned as early as 1990s [10; 22; 23], the first real world applications were created only with the creation of blockchain.

Smart contracts are the blockchain application with strong enough potential to challenge the nature of the principal-agent conflict. Smart contracts can reduce the power of management and create transparency for shareholders [24; 25]. Various researchers have suggested application areas for smart contracts for financial markets [26; 27], in trade finance [10], for supply chain management [28], government services [29], and the energy sector [30]. Experiments have been conducted around creating entire organisations without management (so called DAOs) [31; 32]. We will review these experiments later in the article.

As one may imagine, the two blockchain applications mentioned above have different implications for the principal-agent conflict. While using blockchain purely as a ledger is very pragmatic and may generate positive impact in the near future, the use of smart contracts has a much bigger potential, but will most likely take more time to unfold. In the next sections of the article we will review the implication of both types of blockchain applications.

**The organisational environment, creating the conflict**

The conflict between shareholders and managers arises when the management team and, most notably, the CEO gains disproportionate power in the organisation, allowing it to overpower the board of directors [33–35].

At the core of the environment which makes the conflict possible, is passive investor behavior [36]. According to a study by Broadridge Financial Services, which tabulates votes in most U.S. corporate elections, voter turnout rates of 83% are reported for institutional investors but only 28% for household retail investors1. Studies show that investors do not actively monitor portfolio firms [37; 38] or blindly follow recommendations of proxy-voting advisors such as ISS [39; 40]. This is more relevant in the case of homogeneity among the shareholders [41; 42]. The growth of “index funds” increases the issue even further [38].

A non-transparent voting process that is often influenced by management is one of the primary reasons for a low shareholders voting turnout. Examples of problems with voting include inexact voter lists, incomplete distribution of ballots, and sometimes, chaotic vote tabulation [43]. This happens because participating in the voting “costs” a lot of effort while it brings very limited benefit for a small shareholder, which is in line with political voting theory [44]. Empirical research shows that reducing the turnout costs for small shareholders increases their participation at AGMs [45].

Multiple studies suggest that voting based on a blockchain would significantly improve the situation with voting. The articles referenced at [9; 46] each argue that corporate voting based on blockchain would be much more transparent due to “faster, more precise vote tabulation and equal real-time transparency of the likely voting outcome for both management and dissident shareholders”. This would resolve ambiguities about the outcomes of close elections (where the vote split is close to 50/50). As a result, management will lose some of its disproportionate power which will be noticed, for example, in fewer accepted management proposals related to compensation and governance.

C. Van der Elst and A. Lafarre [45] point out that blockchain would make voting, especially on annual general meetings more convenient. Shareholders would be able to vote during a short period on one or more voting items from their own desks and do not have to fill out any registration or proxy form. This would make decision-making faster, which will cut costs to companies. The same authors, in a later article [47], point out that with blockchain remote voting “becomes yet more transparent and reliable and thus further reduces the transaction costs to shareholders, which further stimulates (small) shareholder participation rates”. Blockchain voting would solve a problem of identification of actual shareholders, which would facilitate participation.

W.A. Kaal [48] offers a more radical view on the implications of blockchain for voting. The author suggests that blockchain would allow firms to avoid certain corporate governance procedures like annual shareholder meetings altogether if the voting can be conducted using blockchain.

Some authors [see for example 49], who are skeptical about using existing blockchain solutions for accounting and ownership reporting purposes, are optimistic about using it for corporate voting.

S.E. De Falco et al. [50] conducted a survey of members of the board of directors and of institutional investors on expectation associated with blockchain technology. The authors confirm the attractiveness of blockchain for voting for board members. However, “the respondents said they were neutral with respect to the possible impact of the blockchain on the corruptibility to which the shareholders’ meeting is subject”. This shows that while the researcher community generally accepts the benefits of blockchain for voting, industry practitioners are not yet as optimistic.

Multiple articles suggest designs of systems for shareholder voting [e.g. 51; 52]. On top of that, currently there are

---

several large-scale blockchain implementation experiments in process. See [47] for a comprehensive table of efforts with a status as of 2018.

One of the first pilots was Nasdaq’s project for e-voting in Estonian AGMs in 2016. In February 2016, Nasdaq announced, in cooperation with the Estonian government, a blockchain-based e-voting application which allows shareholders that hold shares in companies listed on the Tallinn Stock Exchange (belonging to Nasdaq) to vote remotely in AGMs [47]. Based on this pilot scheme, Nasdaq expanded blockchain usage to South Africa and is now also using blockchain for trading of mutual funds. The German Central Bank, together with the Deutsche Börse announced in November 2016 the development of a prototype of blockchain technology to settle securities [27].

Another example is a blockchain-based process for proxy voting introduced by CSD Working Group on Distributed Ledger Technology, which is a Consortium of Central Securities Depositories (NSD in Russia, Strate in South Africa, SIX Securities Services in Switzerland, Nasdaq Nordic, and DCV in Chile), see [47] for details. The previously-mentioned Broadridge, a large proxy voting business, successfully piloted the proxy voting progress process in cooperation with J.P. Morgan, Santander Investment and Northern Trust in 2017 [53]. Currently Broadridge is expanding the effort to the territory of Japan [54].

One of the most recent pilots schemes is to establish electronic voting through the adoption of distributed ledger technology (DLT) in the Asia Pacific region by SWIFT. The project is in cooperation with securities software provider SLIB, Singapore Exchange (SGX), DBS Bank, Deutsche Bank, HSBC, and Standard Chartered Bank in Asia [55].

Yet, despite the overall positive attitude towards blockchain for corporate voting, there are, of course important issues to consider. For example, A. Lafarre and C. Van der Elst [47] highlight several issues. If voting is moved to blockchain, would traditional shareholder meetings still be necessary? If blockchain-based voting replaces the traditional shareholder meetings, will it be able to replace the forum function of the meeting? V. Maginer and P. Barban [20] argue that blockchain increases transparency of ownership, which may not be desirable to all shareholders. Authors also point out that using blockchain poses a question of liability in case of a problem. For example, if a mistake with an annual shareholder meeting results occurs, who is the liable party?

To sum up, we can see that there is a generally positive attitude towards using blockchain for corporate voting from those engaged in research as well as practitioners as it promises to solve, at least partially, long lasting problems with voting and thus mitigate the principal-agent conflict. However, all the studies surveyed areconceptual in nature. Whether the application of blockchain actually results in lower conflict within an organisation needs to be tested via empirical research.

Academic thinking on the implementation of blockchain for improving the environment expands beyond just updating the technology behind corporate voting. D. Yermak [9] argues that if instead of traditional corporate structures the firm ownership was based on the blockchain, this would create an environment where the shareholders would be automatically included in the decision making process, not just at the annual voting. This would drastically increase the governance activity by the shareholders. However, on the flipside, if a company applied smart contracts at scale, this would mean that the firm is steered in the right way almost automatically and decreases the need for active monitoring. We explore the state of research and current pilot projects further in this article.

Common observable instances of the principal-agent conflict

As mentioned earlier, we limit our analysis to the conflict between the shareholders and management. The easiest environment to observe this conflict is around corporate voting, where conflicting options are proposed by management and shareholders including both shareholder proposals and proxy contests [56]. We looked at voting as a technical process in the previous section of the article. In this section, we review the blockchain influence on the common reasons causing the conflicts at voting. On top of that, we have a closer look at investor activism as a special type of conflict.

The most common reasons for the conflict are the board of directors elections [57] and compensation schemes [58]. This is understandable, as those are classic corporate governance mechanisms. Multiple studies provide discussion on the size and structure of the board of directors [59–61], and on incentive schemes, usually aimed at increasing insider ownership [e.g. 62]. However, these and similar mechanisms rely on human decisions. Solutions based on blockchain have the potential to reduce the amount of human judgement and bring transparency to the next level [21].

In the first section of this article, we mentioned two types of blockchain application: as a ledger and smart contracts. While using blockchain as a ledger for transactions with a company’s shares has similar influence on both instances of conflict, using smart contracts has different implications. We structure this section accordingly: first, we explore the impact of blockchain as a ledger; then we look separately at the impact of smart contracts for the board and compensation. Finally, we will end with a look at shareholder activism.

Using blockchain as a ledger for securities transactions

While the opaque voting process described above stimulates the conflict, other factors also contribute. One of the strategies used in corporate voting is so called 'empty voting', a situation where an investor votes with shares borrowed immediately before the vote, thus enlarging
his voting power. This is possible due to a limited speed of information dissemination on transactions with the company’s securities. Most studies surveyed agree that the clearing and settlement of transactions with a company’s securities using blockchain instead of traditional ledgers would potentially stop this practice [26; 27; 63]. Recording transactions with a security in blockchain is instantaneous and hence creates immediate transparency vis-a-vis ownership. Hence, all the stakeholders would be immediately aware of the voting rights distribution [9; 48]. Greater transparency would make conflict at voting more problematic and hence, we may expect that it would become less common.

D. Yermack [9] points out that on top of making empty voting more problematic, registering transactions using blockchain would also limit insider trading by management, since all the transactions would become more visible. A reduction in insider trading would further reduce the conflict since it won’t position the management in a more favorable position to other shareholders.

There are of course certain risks associated with greater transparency. V. Magnier and P. Barban point out that if all transactions of management were immediately known to the general public, this might create more volatility with the company’s shares [20].

As with the use of blockchain for voting, there are several practical implementations of blockchain for stock trading. Multiple stock exchanges, e.g. Nasdaq, Australian Stock Exchange, London Stock Exchange, and Moscow Exchange are piloting projects in this regard [47]. One of the most notable pilot projects is an effort by the Depository Trust and Clearing Corporation, the sole provider of clearings, settlement, and custody for the US cash securities markets. Right now it is in the final stages of building a blockchain platform for credit derivatives clearing and settlement which is supposed to go live in 2019.

While the main goal of the pilot implementations described above is not a reduction of the principal-agent conflict, we can expect that it will happen as a result.

### Applying smart contracts to mitigate conflicts related to the board of directors

Proposals concerning the composition of boards of directors, directors’ independence, compensation, and qualifications are among the most popular proposal types that shareholders propose for voting at annual shareholder meetings [4]. The proposals related to board composition proposed by management have one of the lowest support rates [42]. It is natural for management to try to slate the board with as many “friendly” members as possible, while it is equally natural for shareholders, particularly the minority ones, to try to bring in independent directors to keep the management under control [64]. However, in a majority of cases, management effectively chooses the board, and not the other way around, as it is meant to happen [65–68]. This effectively means that management wins in the conflict.

While the implementation of blockchain for securities clearing and settlement can mitigate the conflict through identification of the securities owners, using smart contracts in particular can generate a much greater effect. C. Van der Elst and A. Lafarre [45] argue that certain technical functions of the board of directors would no longer be necessary. For example, in the EU a board of directors has a co-optation right — a right to temporarily elect a new board member if a director resigns between two AGMs. If voting is done using blockchain, this decision could be done directly by the shareholders.

There are arguments that in an organisation actively using smart contracts, certain board functions could be simplified and even automated. An example of such a function is audit. Audit is one of the major functions of boards of directors [69], and more active and independent boards execute this function more effectively, preventing earnings manipulation by management [70]. Several authors argue that blockchain can be used to generate immutable accounting records and hence drastically simplify and increase the quality of audit [9; 63; 71]. N. Rückschäuser [72] points out that “the growing interest in this topic is also reflected by the formation of several start-ups offering blockchain-based services for decentralised bookkeeping, such as Factom or Scorechain”.

The automation of this board function would weaken the conflict in two ways. First, it would allow boards to focus on strategic questions rather than technical ones, which would better serve the shareholders. Second, this would exclude the human factor from control functions and make them more accurate.

However, there are critics of blockchain for accounting. N. Rückschäuser [72] argues that while blockchain could be useful for audit simplification, it still can be subject to fraudulent actions by management in its current form. Rückschäuser suggests ideas on how to improve the current blockchain approach to fix the problem.

Automating technical functions of the board of directors is not the most radical usage of blockchain. W.A. Kaal [48] and D. Yermack [9] argue that the application of blockchain de facto gives more power to shareholders to control management and hence decreases the conflict intensity and the need for the board as an instrument.

Perhaps the most extreme governance opportunity promised by smart contracts is the idea of decentralised autonomous organisations (DAOs). DAOs were originally proposed by V. Buterin [25] – the creator of the Ethereum blockchain, which serves as a platform for most smart contracts. M. Swan [12] describes DAOs as “…a concept derived from artificial intelligence. Here, a decentralised network of autonomous agents perform tasks, which can be conceived in the model of a corporation running without any human involvement under the control of a set of business rules. In a DAO, there are smart contracts as agents running on blockchains that execute ranges of prespecified or preapproved tasks based on events and changing conditions”.

40
While the concept may seem remote, there have already been trial implementations of it. A. Kristof [32] describes a DAO investment fund built on the Ethereum platform. The fund raised 150 million dollars with the promise that only the investors would decide which projects to pursue via the usage of smart contracts. However, the computer code that encoded the smart contracts contained a minor loophole that allowed a group of hackers to freeze a significant part of the funds. To get the money back to the investors the founders of the Ethereum platform altered the computer code affecting the entire platform. The debate is still open as to whether it was an appropriate action. The very idea of blockchain and smart contracts is that the computer code is more trustworthy than people are. Some experts argue that the investors should have been more accurate studying the code before investing money [73].

This failed case showed us that while automation eliminates the original conflict, it creates a whole universe of new risks and requires a new set of capabilities. Investors and organisations need to build IT capabilities that enable them to maximise the value of blockchain while mitigating the risks.

**Compensation schemes**

Equity-based compensation schemes aimed at aligning incentives for shareholders and managers are one of the main tools of principal-agent conflict mitigation. H. Enayati et al. [74] show that up to 100% of Fortune 500 companies use compensation schemes linked to the total shareholder return measure depending on the industry. Yet, despite this, votes on managerial compensation still cause a lot of disagreement.

As was mentioned in the first section of this article, smart contracts allow automated execution of commitments without the involvement of a third party. Compensation is an example of such a commitment between the shareholders and the employees of a firm. If management’s compensation is encoded in a smart contract that links it to the firm’s performance, the conflict between management and shareholders becomes impossible, as everything is agreed and fixed at the beginning of the relationship.

The surveyed researchers generally agree on the role of smart contracts as described above. A. Wright and P. De Filippi [46] suggest a very basic form of impact of smart contracts for compensation. The authors propose that ‘smart contracts could be used to enable employees to be paid on an hourly or daily basis with taxes remitted to a governmental body in real time’. D. Yermack [9] agrees that smart contracts may be used for compensation, and for automatic payments when performance goals are achieved.

W.A. Kaal [48] views executive compensation as a part of agency costs. The author argues that the application of blockchain for the principal-agent conflict will allow one to lower the agency costs overall, including those created by executive compensation.

However, as with the case for the board of directors, there are of course risks associated with introducing smart contracts for compensation. W.A. Kaal [48] acknowledges that while encoding compensation to smart contracts would theoretically negate the conflict, troubles similar to the case of DAO are highly probable, e.g. a fraudulent management can take advantage of a glitch in a computer code. The case of the DAO investment fund mentioned above is the perfect example of when a smart contract functions in wrong way.

There is a topic connecting cryptocurrencies and compensation schemes that currently receives a relatively modest coverage in the research literature — using blockchain-based tokens for compensation. In the first section of the article we mentioned ICOs as a blockchain-enabled way of fundraising. In an ICO, issued tokens contain and represent the value of a future project. However, a company may also issue tokens backed by an existing asset of a company. These tokens are then called asset tokens or security tokens since they resemble a company-issued security. L. Oliveira et al. [75] provide an analysis of different token types.

Y. Chen [76] analyses tokens as means of compensation, but that author limits the analysis to open-source developers participating in a project. However, there are no restrictions preventing the use of tokens for compensation for all employees. This would be useful for private companies that have no publicly-traded shares. If a company replicates shares with security tokens, those tokens may become de facto tradable securities available for sale 24/7, with small increments. This solution would mitigate the principal-agent for private companies. On top of serving as securities for private companies, security tokens offer the same benefits as recording transactions with securities using blockchain, i.e., an opportunity to enable the real time tracking of ownership, which we discussed earlier.

Currently there are several pilot implementations of security tokens for corporate securities. The first platform that allowed clients to trade security tokens based on actual companies’ shares was the Estonia-based platform DX.Exchange, backed by Nasdaq. The platform started by offering tokens linked to Nasdaq-traded stocks with an ambition to include stocks traded on other exchanges. The benefit highlighted by the platform is its 24/7 availability for trading in securities, in contrast to the limited trading time offered by traditional exchanges [77].

The most recent one (at the time this article is written) is IX platform, backed by Singapore Exchange, which went live in July 2019. The platform (supported by an Ethereum startup, ConsenSys) "provides an IPO-like platform for private companies to raise capital and to increase liquidity in the primary capital market by using a public blockchain to validate transactions" [78]. On the platform, each token represents a company’s security.

Even though security tokens offer the benefits discussed above, there are also risks. Multiple authors point out that the regulation is currently not always clear on the legal
status of various types of tokens, which creates risks for the investors [20; 75].

N. Rückshäuser [72] argues that while direct voting by the token owners empowers owners to have a direct influence on the firm’s activity, not all the owners want to have such an influence and hence would just follow the managerial proposition. This could further increase the power of management, making the conflict even more radical than before.

We conclude this part of the article with a special type of conflict – investor activism. This may be caused by any of the reasons described above, but an overview of the literature shows that blockchain influences it in a special way.

Shareholder activism

The most extreme case of the principal-agent conflict, often creating a lot of media attention, is investor activism [79] and insider activism – activist campaigns initiated by insider owners such as founders [80]. Cases of activism occur more and more frequently, even though shareholders mostly try to hold private conversations with management before going to more extreme lengths [81; 82].

Investor activist campaigns usually include accumulation of a share in a target company that allows an activist to block certain managerial decisions and push his own. Activists often try to keep the information of their ownership private as long as possible in order to maximise the gain. If a company’s stock is recorded on a blockchain instead of traditional ledgers [9] or if the company uses security tokens to enhance the liquidity of shares, this increases transparency of ownership due to the immediate nature of blockchain-based transactions. Traditionally it takes several days to process and record a change in ownership with a company’s security. With blockchain-based recording, such changes become immediately visible. Hence, an activist would not be able to accumulate a significant share without a market reaction. However, there is an important nuance to this argument. To create maximum transparency, the blockchain application would need to be non-anonymous. If the blockchain application used would be analogous to Bitcoin, which allows a relative anonymity of transactions, this would simplify the accumulation of stock and hence increase the chance of an activist campaign against a company.

Another argument as to why blockchain should decrease the level of conflict and the likelihood of investor activism is the presence of abnormal returns generated by the hype wave associated with blockchain. D. Pollock [83] collects a series of examples of where shares experience extreme abnormal returns following the change of name of a company or a statement that the company is now focusing on blockchain. Prominent investment banks such as J.P. Morgan [84] suggest that firms would benefit from blockchain technology, creating additional confidence for the investors.

On the other hand, there are arguments as to why blockchain application may intensify the conflict. Blockchain and smart contracts are still at the early stage of development. There is still limited evidence that implementation creates immediate value, but there have been colourful failed attempts like the DAO investment fund discussed earlier.

Booms and bursts on cryptocurrencies markets, paired with lack of legal clarity [15; 16; 85; 86] further contribute to uncertainty. This lack of certainty may scare shareholders and make them oppose managerial efforts to implement blockchain.

As with the dynamics underlying the shareholder-manager conflict, a systematic empirical analysis of the impact of blockchain implementation on the chances of shareholder activism against a company is currently lacking.

Overall, our literature overview shows that while most authors agree that blockchain has the potential to mitigate the principal-agent conflict, it can also create situations where the conflict may get stronger. For all three types of conflict surveyed, most of the works are conceptual. Quantitative proof of the influence of blockchain on the conflict, and hence on the quality of corporate governance for an organisation, is yet to be conducted.

Actions necessary to maximise the value of blockchain implementation

Blockchain is among the top digital technologies that top-management teams and boards of directors have to monitor closely [87].

Although our review shows a lack of quantitative proof of the positive influence of blockchain on corporate governance, one thing is certain: to embrace the potential benefits, firms need to choose the optimal way to implement blockchain and develop a set of competencies that enable them to benefit while mitigating the risks. While these topics are normally a subject of computer science or managerial literature, we still believe it is important to briefly address this in the final section of this article.

There are many features and nuances defining how blockchain implementation looks in a particular case. While many of those features are of a technical nature (approaches to consensus, structure of a block, etc.) [88], there is an important managerial decision to be made. That is, whether the company will implement a private, public, or a consortium blockchain. Blockchain is essentially a ledger that can only be updated once there is a consensus among the members. The type of blockchain essentially defines who are the members participating in the consensus process.

In a public blockchain, all records are visible to the public and everyone can participate. In a private blockchain the creating organisation determines who can participate. The consortium blockchain is essentially a private blockchain, created by several organisations.

This choice will define the main characteristics of a blockchain, including the degree of information immutability, efficiency, and the degree of centralisation. For example, a private blockchain is the most centralised and efficient
choice as it requires relatively few members to reach a consensus to update, but this makes it easier to tweak information in it [89].

R. Beck and C. Müller-Bloch [90] point out that for successful blockchain implementation, a firm needs to develop a skillset for radical innovation that includes skills for discovery, incubation and acceleration. However, the authors acknowledge that blockchain implementation as a technological project is unique as it requires cooperation not only within an organisation, but also with other organisations.

S. Wang et al. [24] offer a different perspective on the question of the governance of blockchain projects. The authors view popular cryptocurrencies as organisations rather than an asset class. Such organisations generate value by creating transparency in the process of economic exchange. The authors discuss optimal governance solutions in light of this and provide empirical evidence that investors value the cryptocurrencies’ core value proposition, which is rooted in decentralisation. However, investors are suspicious of decentralised governance at higher levels in the organisation because they could slow down strategic decision-making. These and related works [e.g. 17; 91] do not analyse ordinary organisations and do not include an empirical analysis of whether investors respond positively to the movement toward the blockchain by traditional organisations.

Yet, there are many important questions from the corporate governance perspective that are currently not sufficiently covered in research literature. What are the technical capabilities that firms need to build to successfully implement a blockchain solution. For example, are they different from other IT projects? What is an optimal way to govern a blockchain? Should there be a special board of directors committee, or a special unit in the organisation or a blockchain subsidiary? What is an optimal way to staff a blockchain implementation project? Should an industry professional be hired as a board member or a member of top-management, or should a startup be bought with an established team? These questions leave ample room for further research on this topic, and demonstrate further how the field is still in a nascent stage.

Conclusion

In this article, we surveyed the recent studies on the implications of blockchain for corporate governance. This field is relatively new and the scholarly literature is only just emerging. We focused on three corporate governance aspects affected by the blockchain application: 1) the organisational environment, and the creation of the conflict; 2) common observable instances of conflict; and 3) actions necessary to maximise the value of blockchain implementation.

Most studies surveyed indicate that blockchain has the potential to mitigate the conflict. Corporate voting based on blockchain can involve more shareholders in the process of governance, thus improving the organisation-al dynamics causing the conflict. Using blockchain as a ledger to record transactions with a company’s securities creates transparency in shares ownership, which should make conflicts concerning shareholder votes rarer. Using blockchain in a form of smart contracts offers innovative solutions related to the elections of the board of directors and compensation schemes. There are multiple practical implementations by serious industry participants which confirm potential blockchain benefits. However, as much as blockchain is a promising solution, it creates new challenges that companies will need to address.

The evidence that we found opens broad perspectives for further quantitative research. In particular, it poses at least six questions for corporate governance. 1) How does blockchain implementation affect monitoring activity by shareholders? 2) How does blockchain implementation affect the principal-agent relationship between managers and shareholders? 3) What is the impact of blockchain investment on the likelihood of a firm being the target of an activist campaign? 4) How does blockchain technology change the relationship between the firm and stakeholders, such as clients, suppliers, employees, etc.? 5) How does blockchain technology influence traditional corporate risks? 6) What are the proactive and reactive measures boards of directors need to implement in order to mitigate the technology-related risks of blockchain application? We intend to address these questions with empirical evidence in future research.
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